Support at Distribution & Intermediate Levels
FIBERLIGN® LITE & TANGENT SUPPORT FOR FTTP ADSS & FIGURE 8 DROP CABLE
Capabilities
Adapts to all Fiber Drop Designs
• Round & Flat ADSS Profile
• Figure 8
Span Lengths up to 300’ (91 m)
NESC Heavy
• Backbone and Drop Applications
Line Angles up to 20 Degrees
Multi-cable Options
• Two Cables per Housing
• Stackable Housings for 4 or more cables
Stringing Block
• String-in Cable for line angles up to 10 Degrees
• Accepts 1-1/4” (31.8 mm) diameter Pulling-in Hardware

Unbalanced Load
• 100 to 200 lbs (45.36 kg to 90.72 kg)
  Depending on Cable Diameter
• No Damage to Cable
• No Signal Loss

Features and Materials
Corrosion Resistant Materials
Relieved Rod Ends - Safe Against Cable Jacket
Elastomer Coating for Soft Pliable Interface

Efficient Easy Installation
No Tools Required, Compact - easy to handle
Mounts Directly Onto J-Hooks
Efficient - One Tangent Instead of 2 Dead-ends